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last the crossing was forced, and then before the vigorous
Allied thrust the whole Austrian front collapsed into a fine dust
of fugitives, lost to all thought of further resistance. On
October 3oth the hostile headquarters at Vittorio Veneto was
in Italian hands, and for days cavalry, armoured cars, and
aircraft carried on an immense battue over all the mountains
and plains of Venetia. Trent, Udine and Trieste all fell before
the armistice of November 4th put an end to the military
tragedy of the Austria-Hungarian Empire. The captures
totalled half a million prisoners and 7,000 guns ; one of our
divisions had as its share 25,000 men and 600 guns, a proportion
of three prisoners to every single infantryman in its ranks.
Before many days a political collapse had followed the military
disaster ; the Emperor, his " ramshackle Empire " all in chaos,
was a fleeing exile, and the various Succession States were
setting up national governments of their own, whose existence
the Peace Conference was in due course to recognise and
ratify.
Bulgaria had already preceded her ally down the road of
final defeat. For three years her brave but war-weary peasant
soldiery had held fast to the mountain barriers overlooking the
Allied positions in the Salonica lowlands, but the strong stiffening
contingents of German troops had almost all been removed,
and their ragged, half-starved, long-suffering allies, robbed of
all hope of ultimate victory, felt that there was nothing left
worth fighting for. By mid-September Franchet d'Esperey,
the able and thrustful commander who now stood in Sarrail's
room, had everything ready for the blow that was to produce
a swift and complete decision. While Milne's British contingent
and the Greeks, at a heavy cost in lives and with little in the
shape of tangible gains to show for it, pinned the enemy fast
to his strong and well-fortified ground on the right along the
Vardar and Struma, the French and Serbs utterly shattered the
western portion of his front and poured into Macedonia on the
heels of the stubbornly retreating wrecks of his army. The
French cavalry, thrusting far ahead, seized Uskub and blocked
the direct line of retirement of the Bulgarian centre and left,
deflecting them into the narrow Struma defile, where our air-
craft made fearful havoc of them as they struggled slowly and
painfully through. On September 28th, a bare fortnight after
the delivery of the decisive Allied blow, Bulgaria accepted an
armistice, by the terms of which she not only disappeared from
the war, but allowed her conquerors free passage through her
country to the Danube and into Hungarian territory beyond.
This fresh peril on a new front, which the Central Powers
had no forces available to oppose, was one of the determining

